Understanding how and why individual movement translates into dispersal between populations is a long-term goal in ecology. Movement is broadly defined as "any change in the spatial location of an individual", whereas dispersal is more narrowly defined as a movement that may lead to gene flow. Because the former may create the condition for the latter, behavioural decisions that lead to dispersal may be detectable in underlying movement behaviour. In addition, dispersing individuals also have specific sets of morphological and behavioural traits that help them coping with the costs of movement and dispersal, and traits that mitigate costs should be under selection and evolve if they have a genetic basis. Here we experimentally study the relationships between movement behaviour, morphology and dispersal across 44 genotypes of the actively dispersing unicellular, aquatic model organism Tetrahymena thermophila. We used two-patch populations to quantify individual movement trajectories, as well as activity, morphology and dispersal rate. First, we studied variation in movement behaviour among and within genotypes (i.e. between dispersers and residents) and tested whether this variation can be explained by morphology. Then, we address how much the dispersal rate is driven by differences in the underlying movement behaviour. Genotypes expressed different movements in terms of speed and path tortuosity. We also detected marked movement differences between resident and dispersing individuals, mediated by the genotype.
118 (Jacob et al. 2015a ) as well as competition (Fronhofer et al. 2015b) , and perform adaptive habitat 119 choice according to thermal preferences (Jacob et al. 2017 ). These studies provide compelling 120 evidence that dispersal in this organism is not solely a diffusive process, but depends on individual 121 decisions triggered by environmental cues. 122 Here, we characterized the movement behaviour of 44 genotypes in terms of activity (number of 123 actively moving cells) and quantitative movement behaviour (movement speed, tortuosity and 124 diffusion rate) via video-based cell tracking (Pennekamp et al. 2015) . In addition, we measured 125 morphological properties of each genotype, as well as its dispersal rate across the two-patch 126 system. With this data, we addressed the following questions: ). All 231 morphological differences such as cell size and shape. To investigate this condition-dependence 232 of movement, we built ANCOVA models that related movement speed and tortuosity to 233 morphology properties (size and shape) across genotypes, accounting for differences due to 234 dispersal status. As some of the observed variation may be due to variation across replicates, we 235 also investigated the relationship between movement and morphology aggregating at the genotype 236 level (mean response), and controlling for the genotype and dispersal status effect by only looking 237 how differences in morphology affect differences in movement.
238 To address our third question about the power of movement behaviour to predict dispersal rate, we 239 assessed how much variation in dispersal rate was explained by genotype-specific activity, 240 diffusion rate, or both together. We used the R² of a linear regression to quantify the match between 241 dispersal and movement, and compared the three models with the Akaike Information criterion 242 (AIC). For this analysis, movement metrics (activity and diffusion rates) were averaged at the 243 genotype level, i.e. over dispersers and residents.
Results
245 Q1: variation in movement behaviour within and among genotypes 246 Genotypes differed in activity (39% to 70% of total cell population moving) and movement 247 descriptors: mean movement speed (gross speed 27 to 226 µm/s) and mean trajectory tortuosity 248 (Fractal D: 1.04 to 1.35), combining into differences of diffusion rate (0.0028 to 0.0268 µm²/s) 249 (Table 1) . Additionally, a highly significant difference was shown between dispersal status: 250 compared to residents, dispersers were characterized by a higher activity (0.62 +/-0.008 vs. 0.57 251 +/-0.009) and faster and less tortuous movements (mean speed +/-SE: 107 +/-4.4 µm/s vs. 67 +/-252 4.3; Fractal D: 1.14 +/-0.005 vs. 1.18 +/-0.006) all combining into a higher diffusion rate (0.0124 253 vs 0.070 µm²/s). While in most genotypes the dispersers moved faster and less tortuously, in some 254 cases the opposite pattern was observed (significant genotype x dispersal status interaction for both 255 movement metrics; Table 1, Figure 1 ). Across genotypes the speed and tortuosity strongly 256 negatively co-varied (b = -0.08469, t = -7.756, p < 0.001), meaning faster cells also swim 257 straighter, the two combining into higher diffusion rate. Both intercept and slope did not differ 258 between residents and dispersers (Figure 2 ).
259 Q2: link between movement behaviour and morphology 260 First, the influence of cell morphology on cell movement across genotypes and replicates was 261 analysed (Figure 3) . The most parsimonious model indicated a positive effect of size on movement 262 speed in addition to the higher speed generally found in dispersers (Tab. S2). Speed was also 263 affected by shape differences: more elongated disperser cells moved faster, whereas the opposite 264 was observed for residents (Tab. S3). Regarding path tortuosity, it was found that larger cells 265 moved less tortuous. The slope of this relationship did not differ among dispersal status, however, 266 dispersers moved less tortuous on average (Tab. S4). The relationship between shape and tortuosity 267 again was dependent on the dispersal status: whereas higher elongation led to less tortuous 268 movement for dispersers, residents showed the opposite pattern of more tortuous movements with 269 more elongation (Tab. S5). 270 To disentangle the contribution of among and within genotype variation, we further looked at the 271 morphology -movement relationships, first aggregating across genotypes and second when 272 accounting for morphology differences between dispersal status and genotypes: among genotypes, 290 Discussion 291 We show that 44 genotypes of Tetrahymena thermophila kept in "common garden" conditions 292 over many generations exhibit continuous variation in movement parameters (activity, swimming 293 speed and trajectory tortuosity), and that this variation affects dispersal. Activity and movement 294 differences were found to be genotype-dependent but in addition, differed within genotypes, with 295 the differences between dispersal status being contingent on the genotype. Although cells within 296 the same genotype have the same genetic make-up, environmental differences encountered during 297 the cell life cycle may lead to different movement behaviours. We show that some of the movement 298 variation can indeed be explained by morphological differences among genotypes and this may 299 explain also within genotype variation. Finally, movement variation integrated via cell activity and 300 diffusion coefficient was highly predictive of dispersal, explaining 45% of the observed variation.
301 Genotype-based movement behaviour differences 302 So far there are a limited number of model systems where the genetic basis of dispersal has been 303 studied in detail (summarized by Wheat 2012). In Drosophila, allelic variation in the candidate 304 gene for is known to influence the foraging behaviour of larvae; additionally recent research has 305 demonstrated that phenotypic and genotypic variation mainly due to the for gene also influences 306 adult dispersal distances (Edelsparre et al. 2014 ). Interestingly, the protein encoded by the for gene 307 in Drosophila, a cGMP-dependent protein kinase, responsible for the observed behavioural 308 variation in foraging, is also known to influence cilia-mediated chemotaxis in T. thermophila 309 
(Leick and Chen 2004). Another example is the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans where the npr1
310 gene is associated with both foraging strategy and dispersal behaviour (Gloria-Soria and Azevedo 311 2008). Finally, dispersal is heritable in the butterfly Melitaea cinxia on the Aland archipelago:
312 young and isolated populations have higher frequencies of dispersive female individuals carrying 313 the PGI genotype, a genotype associated with higher flight metabolic rate that increases the 314 probability to reach such habitats (Haag et al. 2005) . These examples show that genetic links 315 between movement and dispersal exist and match our results, where movement over short spatio- 329 Movement behaviour differences between dispersers and residents, and their 330 relationship with morphology 331 We have found significant variation in movement within genotypes, which was modulated by the 332 genotype (significant genotype by dispersal status interaction): disperser cells within the same 333 genotype moved faster and straighter than residents, suggesting different movement strategies, 334 which were realized to different degrees by different genotypes. These differences are partly 335 explained by cell morphology co-varying with movement. This is expected, as the energetic costs 336 of movement of microscopic organisms in aquatic environments are heavily influenced by their 337 morphology such as cell elongation and size (Mitchell 2002 , Young 2007 ). Indeed, we found that 338 larger cells moved faster and less tortuously, regardless of their dispersal status. The shape of the 339 cells also influenced speed and tortuosity: dispersing cells that were more elongated moved faster 340 and less tortuously, whereas the opposite was true for resident cells. The differences in movement 341 speed are likely due to different costs associated with motion in the liquid medium, with larger 342 cells potentially having larger energy reserves and/or better movement machinery (Mitchell 2002 347 We have shown that movement variation can be partly explained by different cell sizes and shapes.
348 This is in line with previous findings on the condition dependence of dispersal that indicated that 349 cell size and shape have an influence on the dispersal propensity ). (Schtickzelle et al. 2009 ). Given the strong correlation we found between dispersal and movement, 365 aggregation seems less likely to be a causal driver of the observed differences in movement, albeit 366 information about cooperative strategies was found to influence dispersal decisions (Jacob et al.
2015a).
368 Explaining dispersal rate with activity and movement variation 369 The amount of variation explained increased from 27% accounting only for genotype-specific cell 370 activity level, to 34% when considering only genotype-specific movement, and up to 45% when 371 considering both genotype-specific activity and genotype-specific movement. Activity and 378 also indicate that other processes, including subtle behavioural differences among genotypes to 379 enter narrow tubes, may contribute to the observed variation in dispersal. As the causes of 380 movement and dispersal are not entirely known for each genotype in our study, both positive and 381 negative influence on the genetic variation are plausible as one cause (e.g. density of conspecifics) 382 may be more important for some genotypes than for others ).
383 What are the consequences of the geno-and phenotypic variation in movement 384 behaviour observed in our study? 385 Natural populations of Tetrahymena thermophila ciliates are often constituted of multiple 386 genotypes (Doerder et al. 1995) , which may differ in movement behaviour as shown here.
387 Modelling work has shown that communities/populations consisting of multiple phenotypes can 388 actually show faster invasion speeds than that of the fastest monomorphic population alone (Elliott 389 and Cornell 2012). This was, however, only the case if the two phenotypes, i.e. a resident and a 390 dispersive type, showed co-variation between growth rate and dispersal ability (e.g. well growing 391 but poorly dispersing resident vs. poor growing and well dispersing establisher) and if the ratio 392 between genotypes in these parameters varied two-to ten-fold. Looking at the variation of our 393 genotypes (Figure 4) , we see that the ratio in dispersal rate can be up to ten-fold depending on the 394 genotypes contrasted. This suggests that with a known variation in growth rate with a factor of 395 about two 399 Conclusions 400 Our study showed a close link between movement and dispersal on multiple levels. Dispersal 401 predictions steadily improved when genotype differences in both activity level and movement 402 behaviour were considered. This highlights that predictions of dispersal will benefit from a detailed 403 understanding of the underlying movement behaviour, although other factors matter. To move 404 beyond short-term ecological predictions of dispersal dynamics, e.g. range expansions and range 405 shifts due to environmental change, we would need to further improve our understanding of how 406 movement is affected by environmental variation, such as temperature (Jacob et al. 2017 A negative correlation between path tortuosity and movement speed was found across genotypes.
Faster genotype moved in a less tortuous fashion, the two combining into higher diffusion rate. The strength of the relationship did not differ regarding dispersal status.
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Each point represents the mean of a genotype. 45% of the variation among genotypes in dispersal rate was explained by differences in their activity and movement behaviour (swimming speed and tortuosity, integrated as diffusion coefficient). 
